
Many people believe that reducing speed limits is the best option for road safety improvement. Do 
you think there are other measures that could be put in place? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of this?

The cause of high rates of car accidents has come once again under the spot light. Some researchers 
assume that declining decreasing race speed limits could be a major way of increasing the 
securitysafety. There are other numerous solutions such as warning individuals, using some gadgets 
and introducing new stricter rules. This essay will discuss around this issue.

First and foremost, the government had better raise individual’s individuals’ awareness in regard to 
the perilous nature and implications of having a collision such as losing their loved ones or huge sums 
of money because of fixing their car. Further and even more importantly, putting a gadget designed 
for memorizing recording the driver’s faults or alarming them while they are making a mistakebeing 
disrespectful of the law during while guiding driving their vehicles, members can be warned and be 
much more cautious. Another suitable solution is imposing tough rules as to passing driving license 
tests and about enforcing wrong doers to pay high fine tickets.

Although the fact that most of these restricting routes are effective, they are not as beneficial a factor 
as speed limits are. A research, has been done in the south of Iran, reveals that the pivotal major 
reason of car accidents was high ranges of race speed among cars in on the road. It means that only 
when people grow lowlaw-abiding/-obedient, will they observe witness a declining rate of unwanted 
events in roads. Despite a deluge of merits of this limitation, some researchers claim that it could be a 
factor that distracts drivers, for they should consider avoiding exceeding the speed limit all the time.

By way of conclusion, from my point of view authorities need to allocate certain amounts of money to 
tackling this difficulty, and they should have a significantly more focus on this area of concern.


